
Helicopter Stream Activity



Introduction

In this helicopter stream activity you will:

• Build a flying ‘helicopter’ model

• Learn how helicopters fly

• Discover why helicopters are designed the way they are



List of Materials & Tools

• 1 x Toilet Roll Holder

• 1 x Pencil

• Piece of string/floss or something similar

• Sellotape

• PVA glue/superglue (optional but useful)

• A4 piece of card (or fold paper to achieve same 
thickness of card)

• Scissors



The Build

1.   Cut the toilet roll holder down its length, wrap around itself until a little larger than the pencil and stick 
together to form a sleeve



The Build

2.   Cut the card (or folded paper) into a rectangle 25 x 4 cm in size

3.   Measure out the middle of the card/paper and form a small hole, push the pencil through to widen the 
hole to fit the pencil



The Build

4. Glue or tape the card in place near the top of the pencil. This card will be the helicopter’s blades!

A: The pencil must be in the centre of the 
blade so that the helicopter will be 
symmetrical and balanced



Stability

The reason why it’s best to attach the blades near the top of the pencil is so your helicopter is stable.

The blades are what will produce lift and allow the helicopter to fly. This lift force acts on the pencil where 
the blades are attached, and gravity acts on the pencil at the centre of mass. 

This is just like holding a pencil at the top versus balancing it from the bottom:



The Build

5.   Wrap the string/floss around the pencil (winding downwards) just underneath the blades, leaving 
enough free to pull on

6.   While keeping the string in place, slide the pencil into the top of the sleeve. Now you’re ready to test 
your helicopter!



Test Flight 1

Check the test area is clear of people, point the pencil slightly away from yourself and pull the string with 
one sharp tug…



Lift

The blades of your helicopter act the same as wings on an aircraft, when they have air flow over them and 
have an ‘angle of attack’ then they produce an upwards force called LIFT and a resistance to movement 
called DRAG

Here are some links to more information on 
how wings work:
• https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvb7

6v4/articles/zbmkhbk
• https://www.cam.ac.uk/research/news/ho

w-wings-really-work



Test Flight 2

Now you know the basics of how the helicopters blades can produce lift, let’s consider why our first test 
flight was unsuccessful. Think about the two things a wing needs to work:

• Airflow: When you pull the string, the blades spin and air flows over them 

• Angle of Attack: Currently your blades are flat, they have no angle of attack! 



Test Flight 2

In order to produce some lift we need to give the blades an angle of attack, depending on the stiffness of 
the card you’re using there are two ways to do this:

1.   Twist the blades to an angle of about 45 degrees at the tip by hand

2.   If the card doesn’t hold its shape then fold upwards as on the dotted lines below

Tip: Think carefully about which way you need to twist each side so that both are producing lift upwards!

If you need any help with your build or want to check you’ve twisted the 
blades the right way, watch the video below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4cAylbWvmU



Test Flight 2

Now we’re ready to fly the helicopter again. Setup as before, check the test area is clear and pull the string 
to launch the helicopter!

This time it should fly, if it doesn’t check there isn’t too much friction between the sleeve and pencil and 
ensure the pencil is fixed to the blades so that the pencil isn’t spinning freely inside the hole



Test Flight 3

It does matter which way the blades spin. To produce lift, the blades must push air down, with the leading edge 
being higher than the trailing edge.  Spin the pencil in your hands, and if air is blown onto your hands, you are 
spinning it the right way!  Put some water (or even better hand sanitizer) on your hands to feel the airflow more 
easily.

Tip: Think about Newton’s 3rd law of motion, “For every action, there is an 
equal and opposite reaction” so when the blades push air downwards, this 
means they feel a lift force upwards



Lift Pt. 2

Once a wing has airflow over it and an ‘angle of attack’ then it makes Lift, but how much?

Well, a few things affect the amount of lift:

• The speed of the airflow (in fact the airspeed squared)

• The area of the wing, in our case the area is 25 x 4 = 100 cm2

• The angle of attack, double this and the lift doubles too (up to about 35-45 degrees)



Extra Test Flights
A: The outer parts of the blades produce the 
most lift, as they move the fastest

If you’re stuck for ideas, try some of these:
• Make a new pair of blades with a different area
• Try varying how hard you pull the string
• Play about with the angle of attack of the blades
• Try adding more pairs of blades



Helicopter Design

Now let’s use what you’ve learnt from building 
and testing your helicopter model to investigate 
why real helicopters look like they do



Helicopter Design

Try the following thought experiment and see what you can come up with:

Tip: Think about Newton’s 3rd law of motion again, “For every action, there 
is an equal and opposite reaction”



Tail Rotor

The cabin would not stay still! Because the engine exerts a force to spin round the blades, Newton’s 3rd

law says that the cabin feels a force spinning it in the opposite direction (not good!). To counteract this there 
needs to be a force to cancel this out, helicopters use a few ways to do this:



Aircraft vs Helicopter

Both helicopters and aircraft produce lift to stay in the air, but they do it very differently!

Aircraft:

• These must move forward to keep air 
flowing over their wings.

Helicopters:

• Don’t need to move forward, so they 
can hover! But the price paid is extra 
complexity and components, as 
described above



Extension: Moving Helicopter

The blades on either side of the helicopter are moving 
in opposite directions, one in the direction of travel, 
and one against it. Airflow is faster on one side than 
the other, so the helicopter tends to tip over!



Extension: Moving Helicopter Solution

Let’s consider what we can change to affect the lift on either side of the helicopter rotor:

• Airspeed: Fixed by the rotation speed of the engine and forwards motion of the helicopter

• Blade Area: The shape of the blades in flight can’t easily be changed so this is fixed also

• Angle of Attack: This can be changed using a swashplate in the middle of the rotor which is used to 
adjust the angle of the blades as they travel round so that the lift is balanced! This is called 
feathering!



Competition

Now you can have a competition with your 
classmates, adjust your helicopter however you like 
to see who can get theirs to fly the highest! Also 
create a colour scheme for your helicopter


